TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
You shall have my chairs and candle
And my jug without a handle!
Gaze upon the rolling deep
(Fish is plentiful and cheap;)
As the sea, my love is deep!
Said the Yonghy-Bonghy-Bo,
Said the Yonghy-Bonghy-Bo,
But the Lady Jingly-Jones, too simple to be coldly sarcastic about
his wishful thinking with regard to the fish outlook, had to confess,
twirling her fingers madly, that she was already married and
there was nothing doing:
Mr. Jones—(his name is Handel,—
Handel Jones, Esquire, and Co.)
Dorking fowls delights to send,
Mr. Yonghy-Bonghy-Bo!
Keep, oh! keep your chairs and candle,
And your jug without a handle,—
I can merely be your friend!
—Should my Jones more Dorkings send,
I will give you three, my friend!
which was the wildest generosity, and really not quite cricket,
for Mr. Handel Jones, Esquire, and Co. would hardly be likely
to send her his Dorking Hens if he knew she were going to give
them away to her bogus-eloquent suitors. A strange story, anyhow.
Why had the Handel Joneses separated ? Why had she gone to
live in Coromandel? Not, certainly, because hers was an in-
dependent temperament, despising men; for reading between the
lines, it conies out in the text that she was of a weak and clinging
wee-wifey disposition and the suburbs her natural milieu. As for
the Yonghy-Bonghy-Bo, in the penultimate verse he reveals
himself as not only a fortune-hunter, but a war-escapist:
Through the silent-roaring ocean
Did the Turde swiftly go;
Holding fast upon his shell
Rode the Yongty-Bonghy-Bo.
With a sad primeval motion
Towards the sunset ides of Boshen ...
Queer about eggs.  People who have never before lied or even
£
aricated, lucky people who keep hens, will hasten to tell you
aid the danger-word arise) that their hens are not laying, that
are broody, that they have only given five eggs in the last
feee weeks—or was it four*   Yes, it was only four—and three
Itad.tD be seat away to an invalid aunt and the rest; to the Govern-
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